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In recent years, the automotive industry has made substantial progress integrating new electronic and
communication technologies into production vehicles, leading to the new trend of road vehicle
automation. Many auto makers, traditional or new comers, are expecting commercially viable
automated vehicles on the road by 2020. There are significant differences in interpretations of each
automation level, and categorized by characteristics, operation environments, operation policies of
the road vehicle automation system, aside from technological issues. Through the years, two schools
of concepts have been explored, the so-called autonomous driving and the cooperative vehicleroadway automation. Much of the autonomous vehicle research has been concentrated in the sensors
and control technologies inside the cars, whereas the cooperative vehicle roadway automation is
characterized by coordinated control among automated vehicles and the infrastructure. While the two
systems approaches mostly share same functionalities, they may require different enabling
technologies and deployment paths, presenting a very im! portant crossroads for road vehicle
automation. As road vehicle automation moves toward deployment, the transportation community
faces important decisions that will reshape the future of transportation system. This talk will discuss
about future possibilities for road vehicle automation and how different roadmap and deployment
strategies can define the future transportation systems.
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